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Background: The rate of viral infections in donated bloods is one of the main indicators of blood safety which has to be monitored precisely. This paper provides a thorough study of blood safety indicators in the last 15 years in Iran.

Methods: The data of the transfusion organization in Iran from years 2003 to 2017 were used. The study focuses on the analysis of the frequency of viral hepatitis B and C (HBV and HCV) as well as human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) in blood donations.

Results: Of 27,442,124 donated bloods, the relative frequencies were 4, 302, and 81 for HIV, HBV and HCV, respectively. This study also shows that the corresponding frequencies were significantly lower in recent years (2.5, 53, and 26 per 100,000 samples in 2017).

Conclusion: The presented study indicates an overall low infection rate and provides evidence for the effectiveness of modern safety measures in improving the level of blood safety in Iran.
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Introduction

Nearly 30% of humans at some period of their lifetime require the use of blood or blood products in order to continue living. Despite the necessity of blood products in certain medication circumstances, unhealthy blood products can cause serious risks for the patients or even endanger their lives.1

Blood presents a potential risk for the receivers of transfusions. The rate of viral infections in donated bloods plays a key role as the main indicator of blood safety, which has to be monitored precisely. The biggest challenge in this regard is transfusion-transmitted infections (TTIs), the most important of which are human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) as well as hepatitis types B (HBV) and C (HCV) viruses which create a large burden for the healthcare system.2,3 Based on the WHO categorization, Iran which is one of the countries in the EMRO region has a population of more than 80 million people. Iran is prone to natural disasters and some of them lead to considerable injuries.4 Moreover, car accidents are one of the leading causes of death among the Iranian.5 Therefore, the Iran Blood Transfusion Organization (IBTO) has a crucial role in providing healthy blood to those in need.

According to the literature, the estimated prevalence of HBV and HCV is 2.2 and 1.6% among Iranian general population, respectively. This prevalence in the general population can affect the prevalence in blood donors.6,7
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Given the significance of these infections and the ease with which they are transmitted through blood products, the IBTO follows a set of standard operation procedures (SOPs) to identify infected blood donations and prevent their use. These procedures include two main activities: selecting safe donors and performing screening tests in order to identify TTIs.\(^8\)\(^9\)

The selection process includes interviewing each volunteer by a qualified interviewer. In case of any risk factors or any history of risky behaviors, blood donation will be refused.\(^3\)\(^10\) In the next step, donated bloods are going to be screened for TTIs.

These tests investigate screening the HCV Ab, HBsAg and HIV (Ag/Ab) using the ELISA test according to the IBTO guidelines.\(^3\)\(^10\)

The screening method used in IBTO to screen donated blood has been improved over time based on new technologies of screening methods. For example, prior to 2010, screening tests were carried out using portable ELISA testing kits which lacked the necessary accuracy due to human error. However, between the years 2009 and 2010, the method shifted from the use of manual testing kits to the use of the automation method. This intervention created a new screening procedure which removed the human error and increased the accuracy in reporting confirmed TTIs result tests, and hence, led to much more accurate and reliable test results.

In order to assess the effects of upgrading the mentioned screening methods, it is needed to develop a plan to analyze the situation of screening results, before and after this switching. The effectiveness of switching the methods of the TTIs screening system has been analyzed by the interrupted time series (ITS) model.

This study was conducted to show the effect of the new screening method on identifying new cases of TTIs. This is the first report of the rate of TTIs in the national level among Iranian donated bloods.

**Methods**

**Study Design and Data Collection**

This study used the data registered in the donor vigilance part of IBTO. The data include the number of donors and the number of identified infections between the years 2003 and 2017 for each province. The data were accessed through coordination with IBTO.

The data from each province were sent to the Iranian blood transfusion center monthly, which has a 100% coverage and covers all donors in Iran. It should be mentioned that the tests used to identify TTI have a high sensitivity and specificity and also identify almost all people with these infections.

**Data Analysis**

The improvement in the identification of TTIs resulting from changes in screening procedures was investigated using the interrupted time series (ITS) model. The model included four parameters which are explained in the next section. The results for three main infections (HIV, HCV and HBV) are then visualized using bar charts created by MS Excel.

In this model (see Formula 1), the \(\beta_0\) parameter is the intercept which indicates the level of identified infections at zero point (the year 2003). Furthermore, \(\beta_1\) shows the pre-intervention trend which is the trend in the identification of TTIs before the introduction of new screening procedures. This parameter shows the changes in the prevalence of TTIs each year before the intervention. The \(\beta_2\) parameter shows the change in the intercept immediately after the intervention (new screening procedure) which indicates the changes in the TTIs prevalence immediately after the use of new screening procedures. Furthermore, \(\beta_3\) is the change in the post-intervention trend which indicates the changes in the TTIs prevalence after the use of new screening procedures compared to expected changes without intervention. This parameter shows the changes in the prevalence of each TTI each year compared to the pre-intervention trend (the previous screening procedures). Finally, \(\epsilon\) is the residual error of the model.\(^11\)

\[
outcome = \beta_0 + \beta_1(time) + \beta_2(level) + \beta_3(trend) + \epsilon
\]  
(1)

Furthermore, a color spectrum based on quarters was used to determine the geographical distribution of TTIs in donors of each of the 31 provinces of Iran. The first quarter (Q1) indicates the lowest prevalence while the fourth quarter (Q4) has the highest prevalence in the provinces. This chart was created using the Arc Map GIS Ver. 10.2 software.

**Results**

**Descriptive Analysis**

Between the years 2003 and 2017, a total of 27,442,124 blood donations (overall, about 20% of donors are first-time donors, and the remaining 80% have had blood donations more than once before, this ratio that has been almost constant in recent years) were carried out in Iran.
Of this number, a total of 1063 cases of HIV, 82,989 cases of HBV and 22,275 cases of HCV were identified in the donated blood samples (see Figure 1).

The period prevalence (15 years) of these infections was 4, 302 and 81 cases per 100,000 donations for HIV, HBV and HCV, respectively. The largest number of infections was identified in the initial years of the study (2003 to 2006) while the number of infections was lowest in the year 2017 (2.5, 53 and 26 cases in 100,000 donations for HIV, HBV and HCV, respectively). Among these infections, HBV had the highest prevalence (Figure 1).

Investigating the geographical distribution of TTIs in Iranian blood donors showed that all the three infections had the highest prevalence near Iran’s western and eastern borders (see Figure 2).

**Intervention (New Screening Procedure)**

Investigating the prevalence trends before and after the intervention showed an interaction between time period and intervention which was statistically significant (P<0.01). Since the interaction was significant, two slopes were needed to examine the trend. Therefore, the ITS approach was used to investigate the prevalence trends before the intervention (the new screening method) and compare the results before and after the intervention.

The prevalence of TTIs before the intervention (the new screening method) showed a decreasing trend between the years 2003 to 2009. At the time of the intervention, the prevalence for HCV, HBV and HIV were 173.1, 895 and 6.3 cases per 100,000 donations. This pre-intervention trend was shown in the trend graph as a dotted line and decreased at a constant rate. After the introduction of the intervention (the new screening method) between the years 2009 and 2010, this trend was interrupted and replaced by a new trend (the line in the graph separating the years 2009 and 2010). This new trend showed a more positive change in prevalence immediately after the intervention for all the infections except HCV.

After the introduction of the intervention (the new screening method), the new trend for infection prevalence was still decreasing but showed a constant change compared to the pre-intervention trend. This constant changed compared to the previous year’s results in the identification of 61.4, 4.5 and 0.25 more cases of HBV, HCV and HIV compared to the expected pre-intervention values which are statistically significant (P<0.001).

Figure 3 shows the changes in the prevalence trends before and after the intervention while the parameters for each infection are presented in Table 1.

**Discussion**

In order to better understand the interpretations, the discussion is divided into two parts. The first part investigates the prevalence of TTIs while the second part investigates the effect of the intervention in the identification of TTIs using the ITS model.

The results indicated that the prevalence of HBV (302 cases per 100,000 donations) was higher than that of HCV.
(81 cases per 100,000 donations) in Iranian donated bloods in the study period (15 years) while the prevalence of HIV (9 cases per 100,000 donations) was lower than that in blood donors in most other countries. Other studies in India (HBV=1.77%, HIV=0.14% and HCV=0.04%), Colombia (HBV=0.12%, HCV=0.45% and HIV= 0.12%), Italy (HBV=0.01%) and Turkey (HBV=4.19% and HCV=0.38%) showed a higher prevalence of TTIs among blood donors compared to Iranian donors.12–15

Blood donors can be considered as a representative of the general population of the country. Even though the demographic characteristics of blood donors can differ from those of the general population, these factors have a slight effect on the distribution of TTIs. One of the reasons for the relatively low prevalence of TTIs among Iranian donors might be the low prevalence of these infections among Iran’s general population compared to other countries. For example, systematic review studies on the prevalence of HBV among the WHO member countries showed that the prevalence of HBV in India (1.4%), Italy (2.52%), Colombia (2.3%) and Turkey (4%) is significantly higher than the HBV prevalence in Iran (0.96%).16

Another reason for the difference in the prevalence rate can be the difference in the blood donor population. Blood donation in Iran is fully voluntarily and donors receive no payments. Therefore, blood donors are often people with better health situations who participate without expecting financial compensation. However, in other countries, blood donation is sometimes due to monetary incentives. For example, a study in India showed that only 8% of blood donations were voluntary.14 Usually, people who participate in blood donation due to financial incentives have lower health conditions, which can explain the higher prevalence of TTIs among these people.

The prevalence of TTIs among Iranian blood donors showed a decreasing trend between the years 2003 and 2017. The results of other studies on the prevalence trends of TTIs among Iranian blood donors are similar to the results of our study and show a decreasing trend of TTIs among Iranian blood donors.1,17

Although the results of the current study did not distinguish between different types of donors in the initial years (2003 to 2010), other studies conducted in some of the Iranian provinces in the years 2005 and 2006 showed that the highest prevalence of TTIs was observed in the
first-time donors. Another study in Shiraz (in the southwest of Iran) in 2004 showed that nearly 15% of blood donors participated in a donation in order to test for HIV.

It appears that as years go by, a larger ratio of donors is made up from repeat and regular blood donors. These people receive more education compared to first-time blood donors, which can explain a lower prevalence of TTIs. The geographical distribution of the period prevalence (15 years) of TTIs among Iranian donors showed that locations closest to Iran’s western and eastern borders had a higher prevalence of the infections. Various studies in Iran and in different provinces also showed a higher prevalence of the infections near the western and eastern borders.

The second part of the discussion focuses on the effects of the intervention (the new screening method) and the interpretation of the ITS results.

The screening activities for blood donors have improved over time in order to ensure access to healthy blood products which can save the lives of patients. The main change in the screening pattern for TTIs in blood donations in Iran occurred between the years 2009 and 2010, during which testing methods changed from the use of manual portable testing kits to the use of automated approach which improved the precision and accuracy of the tests several folds. Investigating the prevalence trends of TTIs at different time periods (before and after the intervention) showed that there was an interaction between time and intervention which revealed two different trends in these different periods. Therefore, the ITS approach was used to investigate the effect of the new screening method.

Using ITS mode, we found out that the number of the identified cases for HBV and HIV increased immediately after the intervention. We hypothesized that it was more likely to have an improvement in the screening method rather than increasing the new cases. The reason is that the coefficient of “change in the intercept immediately after the intervention” showed an immediate change after the intervention and not an ongoing change.

However, this effect was different in the case of HCV and only showed an increase in the number of the identified cases some years after the implementation.

Although the prevalence of HCV and HIV was relatively low compared to HBV, it was also expected for the

| Table 1 ITS Parameters in the Trend of TTIs in Iranian Donated Bloods |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| HIV Coefficient | Value | Standard Error | P |
| Intercept       | 6.3   | 0.4            | < 0.001 |
| Pre-intervention trend | -0.4 | 0.1            | < 0.001 |
| Change in intercept immediately after intervention | 0.52 | 0.5            | 0.3 |
| Change in the post-intervention trend | 0.25 | 0.1            | 0.02 |
| HBV Coefficient | Value | Standard Error | P |
| Intercept       | 895   | 7.4            | < 0.001 |
| Pre-intervention trend | -87.2 | 1.7            | < 0.001 |
| Change in intercept immediately after intervention | -28.3 | 9.2            | 0.01 |
| Change in the post-intervention trend | 61.4 | 1.9            | < 0.001 |
| HCV Coefficient | Value | Standard Error | P |
| Intercept       | 173.1 | 2.8            | < 0.001 |
| Pre-intervention trend | -10.5 | 0.6            | < 0.001 |
| Change in intercept immediately after intervention | -25.5 | 3.4            | < 0.001 |
| Change in the post-intervention trend | 4.5  | 0.7            | < 0.001 |
new detected cases of these infections to be zero without the use of the new screening method. Blood donors turn into repeat and regular donors after some years. Such people are usually those who avoid risky behaviors and live healthier lives compared to other members of the society.\textsuperscript{22,23} Furthermore, some programs introduced by the IBTO focus on educating and improving the awareness of blood donors.\textsuperscript{24} As a result, the risk of being afflicted with TTIs is lower in these people. All of these reasons mean that over time, the number of TTI cases decreases among blood donors. However, due to the sensitive nature of blood products, even one case of infection is important and should be detected.

ITS results showed that screening using the new method led to the detection of a higher number of TTIs among the blood donors. If the previous, manual testing method was required to continue, the chances of detecting these cases were extremely low. This change, due to the testing method, was apparent in all TTIs; however, due to the low prevalence of HIV, the changes in the number of the detected cases could not be interpreted.

**Conclusion**

This study shows a low prevalence of TTIs (Transfusion Transmitted Infections) among Iranian blood donors. This paper confirms and complements this finding by using the current data for the time period 2003–2017 provided by the Iran Blood Transfusion Organization. The lower prevalence of TTIs compared to other countries can be due to the lower prevalence of TTIs among the general population as well as the voluntary nature of blood donation in Iran. Further statistical analyses using the Interrupted Time Series method provide strong evidences of the effectiveness of modern techniques and procedures for screening the blood donations. This study shows a trend change in the detection of TTIs after replacing manual screening methods by modern automated techniques. The implementation of the new screening method resulted in detecting more cases of TTIs among the blood donors, which increases the overall health of blood products in Iran.

**Study Limitation**

In this study, an ELISA was used to diagnose the infection, although it has a specific accuracy, it is currently used to diagnose infections.
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